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INTRODUCTION
In this paper I will discuss some aspects of

the educational potential of computers to

provide a tool with which we can express

and think about ideas (Abelson, 1985) . In
particular, I will give examples of Logo
programs which can be used to explore
.some of the classical problems in science

,and mathematics. The facilities offered by
lLogo in this area have not been adequately

,appreciated by more than a handful of

'e nthusiasts.

Logo is frequently perceived as a fine

languag e f or introducing primary students
to computer management, solving
problems and programming via turtle
graphics and indeed it is that. On the

other hand, it is also well established that

Logo can open the door to the intriguing
new world of 'Turtle Geometry' (Abelson

and di Sessa) . However, in practice there

are few teachers who feel they can afford

the luxury of spending time exploring new
territory when they are behind in their

marking for their next class! Yet many

teachers do want to do something with
computers, knowing that, for their own
professional development and in order to

act responsibly towards their students, they

should incorporate into their teaching at

least some facilities offered by computers.

Emphasis is shifting from "enthusiast-

programmer" teachers and students writing
their own software to a greater use of
professionally written packages.
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Unfortunately, apart from such open-

ended software as word processors, data

bases, or spreadsheets, educational

software is often disappointing in practice.

It is just not flexible enough to meet the

changing needs of different classroom

situations. Computer Science could offer a
service in this area, by providing facilities

for students and/or staff to build up a

library of appropriate Logo (or other
suitable language) modules which could be

used as a basis for investigations in other

subject areas.

Take for example, plotting graphs. A
maths teacher, having taught the essentials

of graphing some straightforward functions
of x, should be able to take a group of

students to the computers and Plot
variations on the theffi€, all superimposed,

in different colours, with the functions of x
entered in their usual form:
y : x,theny : x * 1,y _ x - 2,y- x

+ 5,y
v
2.52x
y_x,y_2x+1,y_2x 5
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Or again, the difficulty of trying to draw

neat graphs of circular functions,

demonstrating changes of amplitude,
period and both vertical and horizontal

translation are well known. The flexibility
needed has been afforded to us to some

extent by the use of transparencies on the

overhead projector. However, most of us

do not have the facilities to allow students

to do this for themselves. Imagine the

possibilities if students could graph for
themselves on a screen, the following
functions:

v
then, oD the same set of axes, the graph of

y: sinx+2,y_sinx 2;
y : sin x, then y : 2sin X, g : -sin x, y
_ - 3sin x;
y_ sin x, y - sin 2x, y : sinx/2, Y :
sin x/3;
y:sinx,g: sin(x* 2\,y: sin(2x*
2);
y_ -1+ 2sin (x + 1) .

This can be easily achieved using Logo,
as the program needed is simPlY

constructed, and any variations of the

functions are easily entered. For example,

we begin our program with

to graph
type [F (x) - ]

When executed, the student is presented

on screen with:
F(x) _
and may enter whatever function is

needed. The rest of the program is

discussed in more detail later, in the

sections on coordinate geometry and

circular functions.

It is a small step from here to investigate

the properties of combined functions.

What does y : sin x * sin x, or V : sin x

+ cos x look like?

What about y : sin x * sln x/ 2, and y :
sin x * sin .9x? Properties of sound waves

and 'beats' would flow naturally from such

explorations.
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Another difficult topic for students
involves trying to visualize the relative
motions of the pianets in astronomy. Why
not include a session using computers
when the students can plot the motion of
the planets around the sun (multiple sprites

would be ideal, but even one turtle can do
a lot)? They then could deveiop some
feeling for relative motion by "sitting" on

one moving planet and viewing the motion
of the others from that perspective. The
Logo procedures required for this are again

brief and relatively simple, both to write
and operate. The resulting motions are not
easy to predict, and playing with different
relative speeds and diameters helps one to
understand the actual movements of those
"wanderers" which inhabit our skies. Such
activities certainly increase one's respect for
the astronomers who formed the first

coherent theories of planetary motion.
One also starts to really appreciate the

amount of calculation that needs to be

done when planning for a space probe to
make a rendezvous with one of the planets.

Creative students may even wish to use

these activities as the basis for wrlting
computer space games.

Biology includes some topics, for
instance population studies, that are

particularly amenable to investigation by

computer. Programs that print out or plot,
say, the number of rabbits on an island
over a certain time period that multiply at a

certain rate etc. (assuming that there were
six pairs to start with) , are particularly

elegant using recursive Logo procedures.

But the real strength of the Logo approach
is most evident when you want to play the
"What if we change this?" game, as it is so

simple to alter the variables.

The Logo programs that follow are not
intended to provide a comprehensive
coverage of suitable topics, and indeed are
just the tip of the iceberg. They were
chosen simply because they were written in
response to discussions with other



colleagues and because they interested me
at the time. I believe that the best way to
introduce computers to either students or
staff is to "provide lots of interesting
nontrivial problems . .: . where possible of
general and social interest . . . alternating in
appeal between humanities and science
students" (Bennett, 197 6). Although this
paper is too short to meet these goals it is

presented as the basis for discussion. Most
of the programs are appropriate for
secondary students. The last two biology
topics are not, and arose out of my
curiosity to discover whether Logo would
be of any help in post-graduate research.

COORDINATE GEOMETRY
Most books on Logo graphics concentrate
on non-coordinate "Turtle" geom etry, and
if they discuss coordinate geometry at all,
point out its disadvantages in the Logo
context. For example, Abelson and di
Sessa: "ln formulating turtle-geometric
descriptions we have access to an entire
range of procedural mechanisms (such as

iteration) that are hard to capture in the
traditional algebraic formulisms. Moreover
the procedural descriptions used in turtle
geometry are readily modified in many
ways" (1981, p. 14) . It is . unfortunate
however, that many have understood this
to imply that Logo has little to offer the
teacher of traditional maths. By contrast, I
have found that teachers can quickly
appreciate the power of Logo when they
see how it can be used in topics with which
they are very familiar.

CIRCULAR FUNCTIONS
Investigation of factors that affect the
characteristics of sine or cosine graphs can
be tedious if the graphs need to be plotted
by hand. By contrast, the speed with which
the graphs can be drawn using the
computer, combined with the ease of
varying any number of factors, €.g.,
amplitude and period, allows the student
to concentrate on the processes involved in
exploration without being hampered by the
mechanics of the drawing task.

It soon becomes obvious that some
modification of the scales of both the x and
y axes is required for circular function
graphs. One way of achieving this is to
modify the third module of the program in
section 1 as follows:
tox
.setscrunch 30
output 3 * :x
end

The SETSCRUNCH command results in

the maximum value of sin x (: 1) coming
about one-third of the way up the screen.
Converting x to 3 x x allows more than one
cornplete cycle of the curve to appear on
the screen.

It does not require much imagination to
see how these modules could be used
when exploring the nature of a physical
phenomenon that has some of the
properties of sine waves, €.g., sound.

SUMMATION OF SINE CURVES AND
REPRESENTATION OF BEATS
Two sound waves with frequencies very
close together produce the phenomenon
known as "beats". These can be
represented very simply by using an input
such as fx = sin x + sin x * .8. (lt is

necessary to change the scale of the x-axis
even more to get the full effect on screen
(e .S. , output 15 * x) .)

Alternatively, the motion of the turtle
can be made to represent the motion of a
particle on a spring by fixing the
x-coordinate to 0. In this case the SETPOS
command in plot.point becomes:
setpos se 0 run :fx

The following three brief modules, for
example, allow the user to plot any
function of x. (modified from Ludwig,
1e85)
to graph
type tF (x) - J

make "fx readlist
penup
plot.point - 139 :fx
end

to plot.point :x :fx
if :x
setpos se :x run :fx
pendown
plot.point:x+ 4:fx
end

tox
output :x
end
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t'k) : sfn x * siir A.8 x

When the first module (graph) is run, the
user is invited to key in a function of x,
e.g.,2*x, Xxx * 6xx + 3, \/x, etc. Note
that there is no need to use the usual Logo
form of a variable with the dots or colon as
the third module (called x) automatically
converts 'x' to ':x'. The MAKE statement
stores the function of x as a list with the
variable name fx.

The second n'rodule (plot.point) is then
invoked Two variables are passed from
"graph" to this module, namelV X, which is

set to - 139 (the left hand edge of the
screen), and the list fx.

Plot.point is a recursive module that
plots the graph. On the first iteration
SETPOS positions the turtle at the left of
the screen. It is convenient to use an odd
(e.g. 139) value of the x coordinate for the
commencement of the graph to avoid
'division by zero' errors. The y coordinate
needs to be calculated for each value of x
and is obtained from the RUN fx operation.
The procedure is reiterated with the value
of x increased to x + 4, and so on. The
process is halted when the x value is

greater than 140.

Extra modules to draw axes, indicate
scale, etc. could easily be added.

The modules are potentially very useful
for students familiar with the process of
drawing graphs who wish to work with
more complex functions of x, for example
sin x, cos x, etc.

A related set of procedures can be used
for polar coordinate graphs. For a much
fuller treatment of this topic refer to Ludwig
( 1e85) .

ANOTHER WAY OF LOOKING AT
SINE CURVES USING THE
GRADIENT
Another way of plotting sine curves is

based on the fact that the gradient of a sine
curve at any point is cos x. In such a
procedure the turtle moves forward in
small steps along the gradient of the curve.
(Ninety degrees is added to the heading of



the turtle to make the curve run
horizontally. )

to sin.curve :angle :distance :increment
setheading 90 + arctan cos :angle

fd :distance
sincurve :angle + :increment :distance
:increment
end

This method has some advantages. One
can, for example, play with the forward
distance that the turtle moves. Reducing
the turtle step size by one percent each

iteration produces a damped curve
resembling the motion of a particle of a

spring slowed down by friction:

to damped.curve :angle :distance
setheading 90 + arctan cos :angle

fd :distance
sincurve :angle + 1O:distance x .99
end

Alternatively, one could imagine that the
turtle moves at different speeds in different
areas of the screen and model, say, sound
waves moving in different media.
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CIRCLES, ELLIPSES AND VIEWTNG
PLANETS FROM THE EARTH
A simple procedure for drawing an ellipse
with the focus at (0,0) is:

to ellipse :a :b :angle
if :angle
setpos se :a x sin :angle :b * cos :angle
ellipse :a :b :angle + 4
end

"Ellipse 20 30 0" produces an ellipse
with maximum radius 30, minimum radius
20, and "ellipse 40 40 0" produces a circle.

With multiple sprites we could very easily

represent the motion of the planets in the
solar system with the sun at the centre. We
can even go back to a geocentic solar
system and represent the motion of any
planet as seen from the earth. For
simplicity, circles rather than ellipses have
been used for this exercise.

Firstly, imagine sitting on a body moving
around a circle of radius 20 and viewing
the motion of a body moving on a circle
radius 60. The resulting position is

obtained by subtracting our x - and y -
coordinates from those of the other body:

to relative.movement :rad1 :rad2 :a
if :a
setpos se (:rad1 * sin :a) - (:rad? * sin :a)

(rad * cos :a) (:rad? * cos :a)

relative.movement :rad1 :rad2 :a + 10

end

We are sitting on the circle with rad2.
The movement of the body on the outer
circle is obtained using:

relative. movem ent 20 60 0
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It is possible to allow one body to be

moving with a faster angular velocity than
the other by inhoducing a
"ratio-of-speeds" factor.
to rel.motion :rad1 :radZ :ratio
penup
rel.motionl :rad1 :rad?:ratio 0
end
to rel.motionl :rad1 :rad? :ratio :a
if (and :a * :ratio ) 360 :a
setpos se (:rad1 * sin :a * :ratio) (:rad?
* sin:a) (:radl x cos:a * :ratio) - (:rad2 *
cos :a)

pendown
rel.motionl :rad1 :rad? :ratio :a + 10

end
N. B. The ratio _ the speed of the first
(observed) body / the speed of the second
(observer) body. (or ratio _ the time for
one revolution of the second body / the
time for one revolution of the first body. )

One quickly gains some interesting
insights into the geometry of the sky after
playing with different values of the three
variables. For example,
o the diameter of the spiral motion of the

observed body equals the diameter of
the circle of the obs erver ,

o the number of spirals is one less than the
ratio of relative speeds.

I have used these modules to plot the
movement of the planets using the data in
our Year 8 science text book with
remarkably accurate results.



THE DOPPLER EFFECT
Imagine a stationary source of sound. The
sound waves emitted with time can be
represented as circles of increasing
diameter. If the body was moving,
however, the sound waves as seen by an
outside observer would be the result of the
sum of the coordinates of the sound waves
and the moving source. To achieve this
effect we need two recursive modules, one
to set the coordinates of the centre of the
circle (the position of the sound source),
the other to draw circles of increasing radii
(the positions of the sound wav e after fixed
time intervals) . Using the following
modules the source of sound can move
according to any function of x. The final
effect is a picture of the waves at one
instant in time. The program plots the
largest circle (radius _ 100) first as it was
the one produced when the source was at
the starting position.

to ripples :radius
type [f (x) - ]

make "fx readlist
type [Distance moved by wave in unit time

-l
make "inc.rad rw
type [distance moved by source in unit time

-I
make "inc.x rw
move.source :radius 0 :fx
end

Speed of source { speed of waues
Source of waues mouing along y = x

to move.source :radius.ms :x :fx
penup
if :radius.ms <0[stop]
plot.wave :radius :x :fx 0
move.source :radius. ms :inc.rad :x +
:inc.x :fx
end
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to plot.wave :radius.pw :x :fx
if :a

setpos se (:radius * sin :a) +
cos :a) + (run :fx)
pendown
plot.wave :radius.pw :x :fx :a + 10
end

The relative speeds of the source and the
emitted waves can be varied very simply
with fascinating results, and could form the
basis of discussion on standing waves, what
happens to the sound when one breaks the
sound barrier. etc.

Speed of source = speed of waues
Source of waues mouing along y = 0

Speed of source ) speed of waues
Source of waues mouing along y _ 0

FINDING PYTHAGOREAN TRIADS
A NON.GRAPHICAL PROBLEM

Pythagorean triads satisfy the relation c2 -
a2 + b2, a, b and c being integers.
to triad :a :b
if :a

local "c
make "c sqrt (:a x :a + :b x :b)

test (int :c) - :c

iftrue [(pr list :a :b :c)]
triad:a+ 1:b
end

It is an interesting exercise to let the
computer run for some time. Far more
tricks are generated than most students
expect and can lead to some valuable
discussion.

Triad 11 generates the following
(incomplete) sets of numbers:
?triad 1 1 20 27 29.0
4 3 5.0 28 21 35.0
3 4 5.0 72 2L 75.A
8 6 10.0 7 24 25.0
24 7 25.0 32 24 40.0
6 8 10.0 70 24 74.0
15 8 17 .0 60 25 65.0
4A 9 4L.0 36 27 45.0
L6 12 20.0 2L 28 35.0
35 72 37.0 96 28 100.0
84 13 85.0 16 30 34.0
48 14 50.0 40 30 50.0
8 15 17 .0 72 30 78.0
20 75 25.0 24 32 40.0
36 15 39.0 60 32 68.0
12 50 20.A 56 33 65.0
30 16 34.0 12 35 37.0
63 16 65.0 15 36 39.0
80 18 82.0 27 36 45.0
L5 20 25.0 STOPPED! IN triad
2t 20 29.0
99 20 101.0

The program can be modified to find
Pythagorean tetrads (the diagonal of a

cube) , and pentads (the diagonal of a four-
dimensional object?) . It's a lot of fun tc start
up the program in the evening and return
next day to see what has come up.

ANAESTHETICS MODELLING
THE DISTRIBUTION OF A DRUG
AFTER INJECTTON
One of the classical problems in medicine is

to determine the fate of drug rnolecules
after injection into the body. For instance,
it is very important for an anaesthetist to
understand the path taken by an
anaesthetic after injection into the
bloodstream. It is known that anaesthetics,
being non-polar molecules, are rapidly
absorbed into the fatty tissues, and that
organs such as the kidneys and liver
metabolize the anaesthetic. Eventually, in
one form or other, the molecules leave the
body in the urine.

I have written a set of procedures that
provide the basis for one simple model of
this situation. The graphs of concentration
of the anaesthetic in the bloodstream and
in fatty tissues are quite typical of those
found in experimental situations. The
effects of factors related to the patient, such
as obesity and kidney damage as well as

drug-related factors such as the degree of
fat-solubility , are very easy to investigate in
relation to the persistence of the
anaesthetic in the body. The procedures
are available if anyone is interested.

:a

:x (radius *
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THE'SMELLING TURTLE'
Abelson and di Sessa (1981, chap .21 have
described in some detail procedures for
modelling animal behaviour in response to
various stimuli. This is particularly
interesting to me as I have spent many
hours watching motile single-celled
organisms, the swimming spores of fungal
plant pathogens, which are attracted to
plant roots. The literature contains many

descriptions of the swimrning patterns

observed as the spores approach the

source of an attractive chemical or a source
of light, heat, or moisture and various
terms have been coined to describe

different mechanisms that are thought to be

involved.

Briefly, the fungal spores swim for a

certain distance on a helical path of fixed
amplitude, frequency, and direction, then

do a sort of 'tumble' and set off again in a
new direction on their helical path. As they

BIood 50 Vo kidney function(

0 % kidney function

Time

Partition coefficient
(relatiue fat solubility )
3A

Time

approach the source of an attractant the

frequency of 'tumbles' increases and / or the
distance between 'turnbles' decreases. Two
mechanisms have been suggested:

a. Taxis, ifl which the spore can orient
itself along a concentration gradient of
the attractant;

b. Kinesis, in which higher concentrations

of the attractant cause some sort of
change in either speed or frequency of

turns, regardless of direction (Fraenkel

and Gunn, 1961).

Most chemosensory responses of

swimming bacteria are kineses, but with the

larger single-celled organisms including
fungi, the situation is less clear. Indeed , the

evidence is quite conhadictory. (Hickman,

1970; Allen and Newhook, 1973).

However, using even the comparatively

simple models outlined by Abelson and di

Sessa it is possible to see some possible

sources of confusion. I will not go into the

details. However, it quickly becomes clear

that some of the suggested models are

much more effective than others. In
addition, it rapidly becomes obvious that by

changing only one variable, the angle of

turn, in one of the models, causes the path

of the "model spore" to change from an

apparent taxis to an apparent kinesis. I
suggest that the ease with which programs

for such models can be written and tested

makes Logo quite a remarkable tool for this

type of research.

Spore

30o turns: "apperent kinesis"
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90o turns: "apparent taxis"
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CONCLUSION
The turtle can be programmed to exhibit a
great variety of behaviours which may be

tied to a greater or lesser extent to the

outside world \.e . , it can exhibit local as

well as global behaviour patterns. This

makes Logo a most powerful tool, power

being 'a way of measuring how much the

language helps you to concentrate on the

actual problem you wanted to solve in the

first place, rather than har"'ing to worry
about the constraints of the language'
(Harvey, 1985) . When using a computer
to solve a problem or model a sYstem,

there is the possibility of continual interplay

between the concrete and the abstract

which makes the exp erlence most valuable

and exciting.

Pauline Byrt is Computer Coordinqtor at
Kiluington Baptist Girls' Grammar School in
Melbourne. During her early career she worked
in medical and scientific research. More
recently, Pauline hos become involued in
computer education. She is particularly
interested in Logo as a tool for teaching and
exploring scientific concepts at an aduanced
leuel. This paper is the text of a talk she gaue at
COMPSCI '86.
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